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Wednesday, 22nd March 2017 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

RCG grows technical advisory services 
with recruitment of Daniel Stevens in 
London office. 

London, UK – Wednesday 22nd March 2017 - The Renewables Consulting Group (RCG) today 

announced the addition of Daniel Stevens to the firm’s London office as Director. Mr Stevens is an 

experienced technical analyst with a track record of developing innovative solutions to maximise the 

value of renewable assets and ensure sound investment decisions are based on cutting edge 

science.  

 

From 2008, before joining RCG, Mr Stevens was head of Resource Assessment at SSE Renewables 

where he was responsible for the layout design and energy yield modelling of 3 GW of wind projects 

both on- and offshore. As well as leading the technical due diligence for project acquisitions he also 

created the Asset Performance Analysis group to track and improve operational wind farm 

performance and improve yield modelling accuracy. He was an integral to the creation of the Carbon 

Trust’s Offshore Wind Accelerator and in 2012 co-founded the EWEA-affiliated power curve working 

group. Before joining SSE Renewables, he worked as a wind analyst at RWE Innogy. 

“I am delighted to be joining such a dynamic, flexible team. RCG has a huge breadth of 

experience and occupies a niche which I’ve long felt needed filling within the consultancy 

sphere. I look forward to developing new business for the team and applying my technical 

insight on innovative projects across the globe.” – Daniel Stevens, Director 

Mr Stevens has extensive experience working with development teams to minimise the cost of energy 

of renewables projects through fully integrated project optimisation. He has delivered analysis support 

for all stages of the project lifecycle across wind, wave and tidal energy systems from Ireland to 

China. Mr Stevens earned his BSc (Hons) in Environmental Science from The University of East 

Anglia. 
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Dan Pearson, Managing Director and Head of Europe added: 

“Daniel joining our team adds yet another exciting dimension to our global service offering for 

our ever-growing client list. He has a plethora of experience in renewable energy asset 

optimisation, resource analysis and technical due diligence from within one of Europe’s largest 

renewable energy utilities (SSE). I’m thrilled to be welcoming him to our company.” 

-- ENDS – 

 

About The Renewables Consulting Group 
 
RCG is a specialized expert services firm supporting the global renewable energy sector. From 
strategy to implementation, the company serves businesses, governments, and non-profits around 
the world with technical and management consulting services for both mainstream and emerging 
renewable energy technologies. RCG works with the public sector, private equity and financial 
services firms, utilities and project developers, equipment manufacturers, and engineering and 
construction companies for on- and off-shore wind, solar, and emerging technologies including wave 
and tidal and energy-storage projects. RCG is headquartered in London, and has offices in New York 
and Amsterdam. For more information, visit our website at www.thinkrcg.com or connect with us on 
Twitter via @thinkrcg 
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